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large-scale storage, flexible processing infrastructure, data modeling,
scalable machine learning, data analysis algorithms, sampling
techniques, and privacy and ethical issues. Covers computational
platforms supporting Big Data applications Addresses key principles
underlying Big Data computing Examines key developments supporting
next generation Big Data platforms Explores the challenges in Big Data
computing and ways to overcome them Contains expert contributors
from both academia and industry
Child Psychopathology, Third Edition - Eric J. Mash 2014-07-01
This highly respected reference and text on developmental
psychopathology brings together leading authorities on the
psychological, biological, and social-contextual determinants of child and
adolescent problems. The comprehensive introductory chapter provides a
state-of-the-art developmental-systems framework for understanding
behavioral and emotional disturbances. Subsequent chapters synthesize
the developmental bases of specific disorders. Coverage includes the
characteristics, epidemiology, developmental course and outcomes, and
etiological pathways of each disorder; risk and protective factors; and

1998 Statement of Financial Accounting Concepts - Financial
Accounting Standards Board (FASB) 1998-09-07
The FASB Statements of Financial Accounting Concepts contains the full
text of five of the six Statements of Financial Accounting Concepts issued
to date. The existing concepts are intended to serve the public interest
by setting the objectives, qualitative characteristics, and other concepts
that guide selection of economic events to be recognized and measured
for financial reporting. Unlike a Statement of Financial Accounting
Standards, a Statement of Financial Accounting Concepts does not
establish generally accepted Accounting Principles.
Big Data - Rajkumar Buyya 2016-06-07
Big Data: Principles and Paradigms captures the state-of-the-art research
on the architectural aspects, technologies, and applications of Big Data.
The book identifies potential future directions and technologies that
facilitate insight into numerous scientific, business, and consumer
applications. To help realize Big Data’s full potential, the book addresses
numerous challenges, offering the conceptual and technological solutions
for tackling them. These challenges include life-cycle data management,
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issues in conceptualization and diagnosis. Important unanswered
questions are identified and implications for treatment and prevention
considered. New to This Edition *Includes DSM-5 criteria and discussion
of changes. *Incorporates over a decade's worth of research advances in
genetics, neurobiology, and other areas. *Chapters on bipolar disorder,
suicide/self-injury, obsessive-compulsive spectrum disorders, and
personality disorders.
Malay annals - 1998

In this sixtieth anniversary edition of The Idea of Nationalism, Craig
Calhoun probes the work of Hans Kohn and the world that first brought
prominence to this unparalleled defense of the national ideal in the
modern West. At its publication, Saturday Review called it "an enduring
and definitive treatise.... [Kohn] has written a book which is less a history
of nationalism than it is a history of Western civilization from the
standpoint of the national idea." This edition includes an extensive new
introduction by Craig Calhoun, which in itself is a substantial
contribution to the history of ideas. The Idea of Nationalism
comprehensively analyzes the rise of nationalism, the idea's content, and
its worldwide implications from the days of Hebrew and Greek antiquity
to the eve of the French Revolution. As Calhoun explains, Kohn was
particularly qualified to undertake this study. He grew up in Prague, the
vigorous heart of Czech nationalism, participated in the Zionist student
movement, studied the question of nationality in multinational cultures,
spent the World War One years in Asian Russia, and later traveled
extensively in the Near East studying the nationalist movements of
western and southern Asia. The work itself is the product of Kohn's later
years at Harvard University. In The Idea of Nationalism, Kohn presents
the single most influential articulation of the distinction between civic
and ethnic nationalism. This has shaped nearly all ensuing research and
public discussion and deeply informed parallel oppositions of early and
late, Western and Eastern varieties of nationalism. Kohn also argues that
the age of nationalism represents the first period of universal history.
Civilizations and continents are brought into ever closer contact; popular
participation in politics is enormously increased; and the secular state is
ever more significant. The Idea of Nationalism is important both in itself
and because it so deeply shaped all the work that followed it. After sixty
years his interpretations and analyses remain acute and instructive.
Repentance and the Return to God - Atif Khalil 2018-09-21
The first major study of the idea of repentance, or tawba, in Islam. This
book offers the first extensive treatment in a European language of
tawba in Islam. Conventionally translated as repentance, tawba
includes the broader sense of returning to God. Khalil examines this

Billion Dollar Brand Club - Lawrence Ingrassia 2020-01-28
A leading business journalist takes us inside a business revolution: the
upstart brands taking on the empires that long dominated the trilliondollar consumer economy. Dollar Shave Club and its hilarious marketing.
Casper mattresses popping out of a box. Third Love’s lingerie designed
specifically for each woman’s body. Warby Parker mailing you five pairs
of glasses to choose from. You’ve seen their ads. You (or someone you
know) use their products. Each may appear, in isolation, as a rare David
with the bravado to confront a Goliath, but taken together they represent
a seismic shift in a business model that has lasted more than a century.
As Lawrence Ingrassia--former business and economics editor and
deputy managing editor at the New York Times--shows in this timely and
eye-opening book, a growing number of digital entrepreneurs have found
new and creative ways to crack the code on the bonanza of physical
goods that move through our lives every day. They have discovered that
manufacturing, marketing, logistics, and customer service have all been
flattened—where there were once walls that protected big brands like
Gillette, Sealy, Victoria’s Secret, or Lenscrafters, savvy and hungry
innovators now can compete on price, value, quality, speed, convenience,
and service. Billion Dollar Brand Club reveals the world of the
entrepreneurs, venture capitalists, and corporate behemoths battling
over this terrain. And what fun it is. It’s a massive, high-stakes business
saga animated by the personalities, flashes of insight, and stories behind
the stuff we use every day.
The Idea Of Nationalism - Hans Kohn 1967
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wider notionin the early period of Sufism with a particular focus on the
formative years of the tradition between Mu??sib? and Ab? ??lib alMakk?. Beginning with an extensive survey of the semantic field of the
term as outlined in Arabic lexicography, Khalil offers a detailed analysis
of the concept in Muslim scripture. He then examines tawba as a
complex psychological process involving interior conversion and a
complete, unwavering commitment to the spiritual life. The ideas of a
number of prominent figures from the first few centuries of Islam are
used to illuminate the historical development of tawba and its role in
early praxis-oriented Sufism. In this exemplary study, Khalil lays bare
the contours of the key concept of repentance in the spiritual psychology
of early Islam with admirable sensitivity and easea remarkable
achievement.  Ahmet T. Karamustafa, author of Sufism: The Formative
Period Atif Khalils Repentance and the Return to God is an
illuminating account of the idea of tawba as attested to in the early Sufi
literature from the ninth through the tenth centuries. Starting with a
painstaking semantic examination of the Qur?nic passages related to
repentance from sin and turning to God in remorse and search of pardon,
the author traces the development of these motifs from early Sufi
didactic adages to their subsequent rearticulation in the sophisticated
psychological discourses of such major lights of classical Sufism such as
al-Mu??sib?, Sahl al-Tustar?, al-Kharr?z, al-Junayd, and Ab? ??lib alMakk?. A must read for both lay readers interested in comparative
mysticism/religions and specialists on Islam, Sufism, and Islamic spiritual
and intellectual history.  Alexander Knysh, author of Islamic
Mysticism: A Short History and Sufism: A New History of Islamic
Mysticism
Fibonacci’s Liber Abaci - Laurence Sigler 2012-12-06
First published in 1202, Fibonacci’s Liber Abaci was one of the most
important books on mathematics in the Middle Ages, introducing Arabic
numerals and methods throughout Europe. This is the first translation
into a modern European language, of interest not only to historians of
science but also to all mathematicians and mathematics teachers
interested in the origins of their methods.
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Extraordinary Awakenings - Steve Taylor 2021-09-07
A compelling investigation of how intense psychological suffering can
lead to a dramatic shift into a new, expansive identity Why do some
people who experience the worst that life has to offer respond not by
breaking down but by shifting up, into a higher-functioning, awakened
state, like phoenixes rising from the ashes? And perhaps more
importantly, how can we emulate their transformations? Over many
years of observing and studying the phenomenon of life-changing
awakening through extreme suffering, Steve Taylor coined the term
“transformation through turmoil.” He calls these people “shifters” and
here shares dozens of their amazing stories. In addition, Taylor uncovers
the psychological processes that explain these miraculous rebirths after
years of struggle or devastating loss, addiction, or imprisonment. He
highlights a number of lessons and guidelines that the shifters offer us.
In Extraordinary Awakenings, readers will find not only riveting stories
of transformation that show the amazing resilience of the human spirit,
but also hope and guidance to call on during their own struggles,
together with inspiration and profound food for thought.
The Origins of Malay Nationalism - William R. Roff 1974
The Medicine Book - DK 2021-03-02
Learn about astonishing medical breakthroughs and discoveries in The
Medicine Book. Part of the fascinating Big Ideas series, this book tackles
tricky topics and themes in a simple and easy to follow format. Learn
about Medicine in this overview guide to the subject, great for novices
looking to find out more and experts wishing to refresh their knowledge
alike! The Medicine Book brings a fresh and vibrant take on the topic
through eye-catching graphics and diagrams to immerse yourself in. This
captivating book will broaden your understanding of Medicine, with: More than 100 ground-breaking ideas in this field of science - Packed
with facts, charts, timelines and graphs to help explain core concepts - A
visual approach to big subjects with striking illustrations and graphics
throughout - Easy to follow text makes topics accessible for people at any
level of understanding The Medicine Book is a captivating introduction to
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the crucial breakthroughs in this science, aimed at adults with an
interest in the subject and students wanting to gain more of an overview.
Here you'll discover more than 90 amazing medical discoveries through
exciting text and bold graphics. Your Medical Questions, Simply
Explained This fresh new guide explores the discoveries that have
shaped our modern-day understanding of medicine and helped us protect
and promote our health. If you thought it was difficult to learn about the
important milestones in medical history The Medicine Book presents key
information in an easy to follow layout. Learn about medical science's
response to new challenges - such as COVID-19, and ancient practices
like herbal medicine and balancing the humors - through superb mind
maps and step-by-step summaries. The Big Ideas Series With millions of
copies sold worldwide, The Medicine Book is part of the award-winning
Big Ideas series from DK. The series uses striking graphics along with
engaging writing, making big topics easy to understand.
De Materia Medica - Pedanius Dioscorides 2011

An Introduction to Non-Traditional Security Studies - Mely CaballeroAnthony 2015-11-30
With the end of the Cold War, threats to national security have become
increasingly non-military in nature. Issues such as climate change,
resource scarcity, infectious diseases, natural disasters, irregular
migration, drug trafficking, information security and transnational crime
have come to the forefront. This book provides a comprehensive
introduction to Non-Traditional Security concepts. It does so by:
Covering contemporary security issues in depth Bringing together
chapters written by experts in each area Guiding you towards additional
material for your essays and exams through further reading lists Giving
detailed explanations of key concepts Testing your understanding
through end-of-chapter questions Edited by a leading figure in the field,
this is an authoritative guide to the key concepts that you'll encounter
throughout your non-traditional, and environmental, security studies
courses.
Billiard Atlas on Systems and Techniques - Walt Harris 1998-11-01

10 Rules for Resilience - Joe De Sena 2021-10-19
10 principles for leading your family to True Resilience, from the
bestselling author of Spartan Up and the CEO/founder of Spartan Joe De
Sena has spent his life running toward challenge and discomfort. Why?
Because how we react to challenging situations defines us and our
families. The only tools we have as humans to survive the many peaks
and valleys of a full life are preparedness, health, leadership, and most
importantly, resilience. Why do so many parents struggle to finish things
we start, delay gratification, and protect our health—and why do our kids
continue to struggle in every facet of life? Because we haven’t showed
them a path to resilience, and we haven’t fought for it ourselves. In 10
Rules for Resilience Joe De Sena outlines his 10 principles for leading
your family to True Resilience, a term he uses for a body and mind that
have been carved out of hard work, challenge, and failure. It takes True
Resilience to approach overwhelming situations with calm and
confidence, to not get rattled, anxious, or angry, and even to embrace
failure, setbacks, and redirections.
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Marketing 5.0 - Philip Kotler 2021-01-27
Rediscover the fundamentals of marketing from the best in the business
In Marketing 5.0, the celebrated promoter of the “Four P’s of
Marketing,” Philip Kotler, explains how marketers can use technology to
address customers’ needs and make a difference in the world. In a new
age when marketers are struggling with the digital transformation of
business and the changing behavior of customers, this book provides
marketers with a way to integrate technological and business model
evolution with the dramatic shifts in consumer behavior that have
happened in the last decade. Following the pattern presented in his
bestselling Marketing X.0 series, Philip Kotler covers the crucial topics
necessary to understand modern marketing, including: · Artificial
Intelligence for marketing automation · Agile marketing · “Segments of
one” marketing · Contextual technology · Facial recognition and voice
tech for marketing · The future of Customer Experience (CX) ·
Transmedia storytelling · The “Whatever-Whenever-Wherever” service
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delivery · “Everything-As-A-Service” business model · Internet of Things
and blockchain for marketing · Virtual and augmented reality marketing ·
Corporate activism Perfect for traditional and digital marketers, as well
as students and teachers of marketing and business, Marketing 5.0
reinvigorates the field of marketing with actionable recommendations
and unique insights.
Cattle Lameness and Hoofcare - Roger W. Blowey 2020-02-28
Lameness is one of the main conditions affecting cattle and is considered
a major welfare problem with significant impact on animal productivity.
This well-established practical book explores the issue and provides a
fundamental guide to prevention and hoof care. In particular, it covers
the incidence and costs of lameness, the structure of the foot with its
function and possible inflammation, hoof trimming, and the treatment of
common diseases. Authored by one of the field's research leaders, this
third edition includes updates on hoof trimming protocols, new insights
on the structure and function of the digital cushion, and an examination
of diseases, such as digital dermatitis and sole ulcer. [Subject: Veterinary
Science, Agriculture]
A New Companion to Malory - Megan G. Leitch 2019
A comprehensive survey of one of the most important texts of the Middle
Ages.
Sale of Goods Act 1957 (Act 382) - Malaysia 2011

available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work
has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly
blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read
typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive
and relevant.
The Son of Mad Mat Lela - Ishak Haji Muhammad 1983
Global Ethic Or Global Hegemony? - Chandra Muzaffar 2005
Letters of a Javanese Princess - Raden Adjeng Kartini 2019-11-21
"Letters of a Javanese Princess" by Raden Adjeng Kartini (translated by
Agnes Louise Symmers). Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes
a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known
classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten−or yet
undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the books that need to
be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and
formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to
produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a
high-quality digital format.
Malaysia - Wendy Moore 2004
Malaysia: A Pictorial History 1400?2004 documents the history of
Malaysia from the beginning of the Melakan Sultanate approximately
600 years ago to the emergence of Malaysia as a modern nation during
the last two centuries.
BSAVA Pocketbook for Vets - Sheldon Middleton 2019-07-10
This popular pocketbook has been fully updated with additional quick
reference emergency information. It provides the new (and possibly the
not so new) veterinary graduate with a handy guide to the important
drugs, tests and procedures most commonly encountered in small animal
practice. It pulls together information from the BSAVA Small Animal
Formulary, BSAVA manuals and other sources, and is intended to be a
‘quick glance’ reference that can be carried in a scrub top pocket for
ease of use when consulting or during ward rounds. Notes pages are

Malaya Upside Down - Kee Onn Chin 1976
Vitruvius, the Ten Books on Architecture - Vitruvius Pollio
2021-09-09
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work
is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly
other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and
distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright
on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work
is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally
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provided throughout.
Das Capital (5th edition) - Karl Marx 2008

authors explain how actual companies have developed, refined, and
maintained distinct corporate identities that set them apart from
competitors.
Early Kingdoms of the Indonesian Archipelago and the Malay Peninsula Paul Michel Munoz 2016-08-07
An approachable and well-researched history of the Malay Peninsula and
insular Southeast Asia from its earliest times to the 16th century.
A History of China - Wolfram Eberhard 1950

The Doctrine of Fluxions - William Emerson 1768
Marketing Aesthetics - Alex Simonson 1997-08-30
There is no way to mistake the ubiquitous trademarked Coca-Cola bottle,
or the stylish ads for Absolut Vodka with any of their competitors. How
have these companies created this irresistible appeal for their brands?
How have they sustained a competitive edge through aesthetics? Bernd
Schmitt and Alex Simonson, two leading experts in the emerging field of
identity management, offer clear guidelines for harnessing a company's
total aesthetic output -- its "look and feel" -- to provide a vital competitive
advantage. Going beyond standard traditional approaches on branding,
this fascinating book is the first to combine branding, identity, and image
and to show how aesthetics can be managed through logos, brochures,
packages, and advertisements, as well as sounds, scents, and lighting, to
sell "the memorable experience." The authors explore what makes a
corporate or brand identity irresistible, what styles and themes are
crucial for different contexts, and what meanings certain visual symbols
convey. Any person in any organization in any industry can benefit from
employing the tools of "marketing aesthetics." Schmitt and Simonson
describe how a firm can use these tools strategically to create a variety
of sensory experiences that will (1) ensure customer satisfaction and
loyalty; (2) sustain lasting customer impressions about a brand's or
organization's special personality; (3) permit premium pricing; (4)
provide legal "trade dress" protection from competitive attacks; (5) lower
costs and raise productivity; and (6) most importantly, create irresistible
appeal. The authors show how to manage identity globally and how to
develop aesthetically pleasing retail spaces and environments. They also
address the newly emergent topic of how to manage corporate and brand
identity on the Internet. Supporting their thesis with numerous realworld success stories such as Absolut Vodka, Nike, the Gap, Cathay
Pacific Airlines, Starbucks, the New Beetle Website, and Lego, the
sejarah-tingkatan-4-bab-4-slideshare-net

Rulers of Malaysia - Mohd Taib Osman 2007
The Malay Sultanates is the 16th and final volume in The Encyclopedia of
Malaysia series. It provides a fascinating insight into the history and rich
heritage of the Malaysian monarchy, its changing role as the country has
developed and its constitutional
Time-saver Standards for Building Types - Joseph De Chiara 1980
Indonesia: Social and Cultural Revolution - Sutan Takdir Alisjahbana
1966
Cartography - Menno-Jan Kraak 2020-07-28
This Fourth Edition of Cartography: Visualization of Geospatial Data
serves as an excellent introduction to general cartographic principles. It
is an examination of the best ways to optimize the visualization and use
of spatiotemporal data. Fully revised, it incorporates all the changes and
new developments in the world of maps, such as OpenStreetMap and
GPS (Global Positioning System) based crowdsourcing, and the use of
new web mapping technology and adds new case studies and examples.
Now printed in colour throughout, this edition provides students with the
knowledge and skills needed to read and understand maps and mapping
changes and offers professional cartographers an updated reference with
the latest developments in cartography. Written by the leading scholars
in cartography, this work is a comprehensive resource, perfect for senior
undergraduate and graduate students taking courses in GIS (geographic
information system) and cartography. New in This Edition: Provides an
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excellent introduction to general cartographic visualization principles
through full-colour figures and images Addresses significant changes in
data sources, technologies and methodologies, including the movement
towards more open data sources and systems for mapping Includes new
case studies and new examples for illustrating current trends in mapping
Provides a societal and institutional framework in which future
mapmakers are likely to operate, based on UN global development
sustainability goals
Journalism, fake news & disinformation - Ireton, Cherilyn 2018-09-17

to: Put an end to people-pleasing tendencies Embrace moments of
simplicity, quiet, and stillness Accept that you are worthy of love,
belonging, and joy Written in Shauna's warm and vulnerable style, this
collection of essays focuses on the most important transformation in her
life, and maybe yours too: leaving behind busyness and frantic living and
rediscovering the person you were made to be. Present Over Perfect is a
hand reaching out, pulling you free from the constant pressure to
perform faster, push harder, and produce more while maintaining an
exhausting image of perfection. Join the over 500,000 others who have
already started walking this new path away from frantic pushing and
proving and toward their true selves.
Colonial Policy and Practice - John Sydenham Furnivall 2014-08-21
This influential 1948 study investigates the effects of colonial rule in
Burma through comparison with the Dutch East Indies.
A Body to Love - Angelina Caruso 2021-10-12
How to Have A Healthy Relationship with Food and Body Image in the
Digital Age “Anyone who has ever had a ‘complicated’ relationship with
food or their body will benefit from this book.” ―Brenna O’Malley,
registered dietitian and founder of The Wellful #1 New Release in
Human-Computer Interaction, Eating Disorder Self-Help, and Computer
Science A new conversation about the media and radical self-love, A
Body to Love provides lessons on positively navigating body image in a
social media saturated world. Forming healthy relationships with the
internet. To Angelina Caruso, recovery meant finding her tribe―a
community that offered support, encouragement, and zero judgement.
But she never imagined finding them online. Now a health and wellness
blogger, she narrates the progression of a body image disorder and her
unusual path to recovery. Self-help healing through community. Grouped
into lessons and warnings, this fresh take on social networks follows the
author’s personal battle with a near-fatal eating disorder, the online
relationships that helped her heal, and the eventual community she
cultivated. Part social media guide and part body image and eating
disorder workbook, you’ll learn to detect body image issues, heal as a
mindful consumer, and inspire others as a content producer. Inside this

Already Enough - Lisa Olivera 2022-01-25
Growing up, Olivera knew she was adopted and later learned she was
abandoned. She believed that something must have been wrong with her
to cause her mother to abandon her. With the help of a therapist she
began to tell herself a better story. Here she shows we can reframe our
stories so we can remember that we are already enough, just as we are.
By integrating all the parts of who we were, who we are, and who we
want to be, we can live a more whole and meaningful life. -- adapted from
jacket.
Present Over Perfect - Shauna Niequist 2016-08-09
New York Times bestselling author Shauna Niequist invites you to look at
the landscape of your own life, consider how it might feel to leave behind
the pressure to be perfect, and begin the practice of simply being
present in the middle of the mess. A few years ago, Shauna found herself
exhausted and isolated, her soul and body sick. She was tired of being
tired and burned out on busy. It seemed like almost everyone she talked
to was in the same boat: longing for connection, meaning, and depth, but
settling for busy. But then something changed. She decided to trade the
hustle and bustle for grace, love, stillness, and play, and it changed
everything. Shauna offers an honest account of what led her to begin this
journey and a compelling vision for an entirely new way to live: soaked in
rest, silence, simplicity, prayer, and connection with the people who
matter most to us. As you witness Shauna's journey, you'll be inspired to
embark on one of your own. She gives you the encouragement you need
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image gifts, or mindful eating books―like The Self-Love Workbook for
Women, The Body Is Not an Apology, More Than a Body, or
Influencer―then you’ll want to own A Body to Love.

interactive book, adult and teen readers alike will find: • Handy charts •
Journal prompts • Breathing exercises • Bonus recipes for mindful eating
• And much more! If you’re looking for a body positivity journal, body
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